Year 1

Weekly Learning
Information about some of the things we will be learning in the Week Beginning 11th October
Class 1J will be leading a short Harvest assembly for our Year 1 and 2 children.
We would welcome your Harvest gifts of food or money on Tuesday, Wednesday or Thursday –
please see Parent mail sent this week for details.

P.S.H.E. Personal Social Health Education
We are learning about the behaviour choices that we make – both good and not so good.
We will be thinking about what happens to us and our families and friends after our
choices and actions; beginning to understand that there are consequences
to what we do and say.

R.E.

Maths

This week begin a new topic on
Belonging.

We are learning about be
finding and writing numerals on number lines and
tracks.

We will be talking about different groups that we
belong to in school and the community (such as
our class, sport club or Rainbows/Beavers).
What shows that we belong to a group? We will
enjoy learning about what you do!

We will also be using the
language of Ordinal Numbers
such as First, Second, Third, Last

English:
In English this week we will continue learning facts about dinosaurs. We will write sentences using capital
letters, full stops and begin to add an adjective (describing words) e.g. sharp claws, huge head, green
body. We continue to enjoy being reporters asking questions to class experts about the
dinosaur of the week.
This week we are looking at Ankylosaurs.
What words would you use to describe this dinosaur?
Keeping our letters sitting on a line and using finger spaces
between words makes our writing easier to read.
We will also be ordering words to make sentences make sense,
remembering where a capital letter and a full stop go.

Computing:
We are learning to use the
classroom computers and will
practise control of the mouse
to complete sorting objects into sets.

Music:

We will continue singing and clapping
repeated rhythm patterns, first in songs then using
percussion instruments.

P.E.

Topic – Science

Please come to school in
P.E. Clothes on P.E. days
which are Mondays and
Thursdays.

We will be learning about how
some trees change in the
Autumn and Winter but some
keep their leaves, using the
words
deciduous and evergreen to
sort them.
Perhaps you could go out on a family walk to feel the
change in weather and look at the different sorts of
trees.

This week we are practising our travelling,
throwing and catching skills. Working in pairs
and small groups helps us learn to be good
team members.

